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Abstract
This article discusses the celebration in Latvia of the victory of the Soviet Union in World War II. Since the
restoration of Latvia’s statehood, 9 May has not been an official holiday, but it has become—as ‘Victory
Day’—the most important history-linked celebration for the Russian-speaking community in Latvia. The
post-1991 history of ‘Victory Day’ makes it possible to track changes in: policies toward history and memory
in Russia and Latvia; how political groups have used these celebrations to further their own agendas; and the
organisation of events on public holidays.

FOR MORE THAN A DECADE NOW, ON 9 MAY, MAJOR EVENTS related to the celebration of
the Soviet Union’s victory in the Great Patriotic War have taken place in Latvia’s largest
cities—Rīga, Daugavpils, Liepāja, and Rēzekne—as well as in smaller towns. During the
rest of the year, the Soviet era and its rituals seem to have been relegated to the past. The
celebration of 9 May in Latvia received a significant boost in 2005, the 60th anniversary of
the Soviet Union’s victory in World War II. The celebration has since become an annual event
in the calendar of this European Union member-state, and certain practices and routines have
emerged around it. The purpose of this article is to analyse the influence of the Soviet heritage
and the Russian Federation’s policies related to history and commemoration in the context
of Latvia’s official holiday landscape. Analysis is based on survey data, press materials, and
ethnographic observations of the celebrations in Rīga.
This study of holiday celebrations and commemorative days is based on the approach
pioneered by Emile Durkheim, who envisaged such events as important components of social
order. Celebrations, rituals, and related cultic activities are not just practices, but exemplify
a system of ideas that reflects the existing world. Rituals help social groups to reconfirm
and strengthen their existence, as well as to shore up social solidarity (Durkheim 2001,
p. 287). Celebrations interrupt everyday social routines, bringing people together, directly
and indirectly, to jointly honour their roots, relationships, ideals, and moral principles, while
also sensing and renewing the strength of the existing social order. Rituals, both consciously
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and subconsciously, create and disseminate definitions of reality, as well as models of thought
and evaluation, using sentiments to create emotional links (Rothenbuhler 1998, pp. 41–2).
Celebrations are constantly ‘invented’ to ensure social cohesion and to establish and legitimise
governing institutions and authorities, as well as to train people in existing value systems and
conventions of behaviour (Hobsbawm 1983, p. 9).
While agreeing with Durkheim that holidays have a socialising effect, Etzioni (2001,
pp. 118–19) also argues that ‘different holidays play different social roles’ and that ‘not all
holidays are integrative’. The main difference is that some people use holiday narratives,
dramas, and rituals to directly strengthen solidarity, while for others the process is indirect,
releasing tensions that have been created by universally accepted and strictly observed beliefs.
Etzioni describes these as ‘tension management holidays’, noting that the same holiday can
both create solidarity and manage tensions, and that over the course of time, these functions
can change. Rituals make it possible to create a sense of community as a partially shared
ethos. They protect people against feelings of chaos and dispel the fear of being alone and
excluded. ‘Rituals are about boundaries and authority’, argues Sumiala (2013, p. 35).
Political elites use rituals and symbols to legitimise their hold on power. It is important
to know, in understanding politics, how political actors purposefully or subconsciously
manipulate symbols, and how this symbolism is linked to the material foundation of the
structure of political governance. Ritual practices are the main way of spreading political
myths (Kertzer 1988, pp. 67–9). All societies have traditional festival days and holidays
based on religion and folk traditions. Such rituals help to express the community’s identity
at the local, regional, and national level. A new political elite replaces such rituals with new
ceremonies to emphasise that the new order differs from the previous one. At the same time,
however, these political decisions and their implementation can have the opposite effect in
terms of sowing doubts in the community about the new political system and its legitimacy
(Mach 1993, p. 107). This is also seen in Soviet and post-Soviet holiday practices.
Soviet and post-Soviet holidays
Radical changes in political systems in the twentieth century have always meant changes in
a given country’s symbolic system, with old symbols eliminated and new ones put in place
to represent the new ideology and the new political elite. As soon as the Bolsheviks came
to power in Russia in October 1917, a new and revolutionary calendar of ‘red’ holidays
was established, and there was much enthusiasm about the creation of new celebrations
at the central and the local levels.1 New forms of and resources for celebrations were also
created—mass meetings, performances, music, and decoration of streets and squares. The
commemorative narrative and historical mythology of early Soviet holidays embodied the idea
of a linear and progressive development of history, involving a long-term struggle between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie (or good and evil). The October 1917 events were interpreted
as ‘the end of history’ and the beginning of a ‘brilliant future’ (Glebkin 1998, pp. 74–109;
Malysheva 2005, pp. 26–58, 381). In the Soviet Union, however, the official canon and
1
Regulations on weekly leisure and celebration days adopted by the People’s Commissariat of Soviet
Russia on 2 December 1918 stated that working people would have days off on 1 January (New Year’s Day),
22 January (a commemoration of ‘Bloody Sunday’, 9 January 1905), 12 March (the date when the previous
regime was overthrown), 18 March (Parisian Commune Day), 1 May (Internationale Day), and 7 November
(Proletarian Revolution Day) (see Malysheva 2005, p. 53).
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traditions of celebrating official holidays were formed during the Great Purges of the 1930s.
Before World War II, four celebrations in the Soviet calendar had the status of public holidays.2
New holidays were introduced for favoured groups in the population—Air Force Day (1933),
All-Union Railway Worker Day (1936), Navy Day, All-Union Day of the Athlete and Gymnast
(1939) (Binns 1979, p. 602; Lane 1981, p. 290). During the Stalinist period, mass celebrations
flourished, which brought Soviet political discourse into the lives of Soviet citizens. This
process reflected the historical nature of Soviet society and the formation of new elites. Soviet
celebrations were used to shape and confirm the identity of Soviet citizens (Petrone 2000,
pp. 203–10; Schlögel 2012, pp. 344–54). Mass parades held in honour of various events
became a Soviet achievement in itself and a symbol of imagined happy Soviet lives. Gill
describes these rituals as follows: ‘lines of laughing and smiling people carrying symbols of
high levels of production and high material standards of living reinforced the impression of
prosperity and contentment with the comfortable lifestyle [of the 1930s]’ (Gill 2011, p. 137).
Unlike fascist and Nazi mass celebrations, Soviet events had a distinct didactic mission,
as a form of ideological indoctrination, to instil Soviet cultural and behavioural norms, and
to create the ‘new Soviet man’ (Rolf 2013, p. 179). Another aspect of Soviet celebrations
was the ‘inner Sovietisation’ of the state (Rolf 2013, p. 146). Holidays served as a standard
channel for Soviet culture, merging the country’s metropolis with a huge number of provincial
cities and villages. Mass celebrations became a most effective propaganda medium, diffusing
‘Soviet standards and Soviet monoculture across the Soviet Union and to all of its people’
(Rolf 2013, p. 141). In comparison with other media, mass celebrations had greater visibility
and generated greater publicity. They brought together into public space large numbers of
people, demonstrating among other things that the ‘masses’ supported the existing regime
and that the regime had the capability and power to lead the masses (Rolf 2013, p. 142). The
scope and intensity of celebrations in the Soviet Union became a performative component of
the existence of the country (Rolf 2013, pp. 141–54). Soviet holidays and rituals also served
as an instrument of internal colonisation, since the USSR had a population of many different
nationalities and religions. The organisation of these holidays in national and autonomous
Soviet republics replaced the previous, localised calendars and forms of celebrations. Regional
‘national’ celebrations were often replaced with the Russian format (Rumyantsev & Shul’pin
2000, pp. 540–41).
All public celebrations in totalitarian countries are created and organised by the regime,
and all aspects are very carefully controlled. All Soviet holidays were based on a unified
plan approved by the Communist Party and the Soviet government. The celebrations were
complex events that, as part of the holidays, involved professionals and organisers from all
areas of the arts, as well as from the mass media and the wider public. One can only agree with
Rolf’s (2013, pp. 64–5) claim that ‘the Soviet celebration was a synthetic and comprehensive
work of art: it consisted of many planning and post-processing activities and subsequent
representation in the media, all combined to create one huge artefact’. The system of rituals
in the Soviet Union allowed the political elite to manage culture so as to forcibly implement
specific norms and values, as well as to legitimate their interpretations within the framework
of Marxism–Leninism (Lane 1981, p. 25).
2
Public holidays were 22 January (from 1929, a combined Day of Memory for V. I. Lenin and Bloody
Sunday, 1905; this had the status of a public holiday until 1951); 1 and 2 May (Mayday); 7 and 8 November
(Great October Revolution Day); 5 December (Constitution Day, from 1936 to 1977) (Binns 1979, pp. 604–5).
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That is not to say that there were never any changes in Soviet holiday policies. The main
holidays3 and their accompanying messages were changed so that these could be used to justify
the legitimacy of the regime in specific periods and to mobilise public support. Indeed, holiday
policies can be divided into periods according to the leadership of the USSR. Stalinist holiday
culture focused particularly on the anniversary of the October Revolution and on 1 May
(Bordyugov 2010, pp. 39–57). Basic forms of Soviet holiday culture continued to exist after
Stalin’s death, though the symbols were cleansed of references to Stalin. The main resource
for historical policies during the Khrushchev era was not the past, but instead a scientific and
technical revolution. The end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s witnessed something
akin to a revolution in social conditions, as persons moved out of communal into individual
apartments and began to buy modern furniture and household appliances. This widespread
experience appeared to mark a break with a past of endless suffering and the start of normal
life. The passage of time gained a new meaning: the horrendous past was juxtaposed with the
new era of growing welfare, buttressing Khrushchev’s promise that communism would arrive
soon and that the USSR would outperform the USA in manufactured and consumer goods
(Koposov 2011, pp. 100–2). Celebrations of the October Revolution during the Khrushchev
years did not differ very much in form and content from those of the Stalin period. Of course,
Stalin was no longer praised and the celebratory tone was less resounding. However, as
Bordyugov (2010, p. 62) has noted, the regime was unsuccessful in reviving the spirit of the
‘20th Party Congress’ and only partially successful in creating interest in those of Lenin’s
contemporaries who had been repressed or killed during the 1930s. During the Brezhnev
era, grand parades were held in commemoration of the October Revolution and on 1 May;
however, the main holiday marked the date of the victory of the Soviet Union in the Great
Patriotic War on 9 May. People were given the day off work. The Brezhnev regime began to
fill daily life with the symbols of Victory, for example, by flooding the monetary system with
a one-ruble coin bearing the image of the monument to the ‘Soviet soldier’ in Berlin. Books,
films, greeting cards, and souvenirs were produced in large numbers. A number of cities were
awarded the title of ‘Hero City of the USSR’ (Gorod geroi SSSR) and countless eternal flames
and monuments were erected. A tradition of a moment of silence was established and former
soldiers were regularly honoured at events of varying elaborateness. A system of social support
and privileges was established for war veterans (Bordyugov 2010, pp. 183–97).4 During
3
In the last years of Stalin’s rule, the public holidays were 1 January (New Year’s Day, a public holiday
from 1948); 1 and 2 May (May Day); 7 and 8 November (Great October Revolution Day); 5 December (Stalin
Constitution Day). A public holiday for 9 May (Victory Day) existed in 1946 and 1947. Included in the holiday
calendar during the 1940s were the International Students’ Day (1941), Day of the Artillery (1946), All-world
Youth Day (1945), and the All-World Day of Health (1948) (Lane 1981, pp. 289–90). The list of public holidays
was supplemented in 1965 by decrees from the Supreme Soviet, with the status granted to 9 May (Victory
Day, from 1965) and 8 March (International Womens’ Day, from 1966) (Pudovina 2006, pp. 27, 32). With the
promulgation of the new constitution on 7 October 1977, public holiday status was removed from 5 December
while 7 October was granted it (Jērāns 1987, p. 318). The Soviet holiday calendar was supplemented during the
1950–1970 period with several holidays noting important social groupings and professions, such as International
Day of Solidarity of Youth and Day of the Construction Worker (1955), Day of the Metallurgist (1957), Day of
Soviet Youth (1958), Day of Astronautics and Day of Soviet Police (1962), Day of the Rocket Forces (1964),
Day of the Worker in the Medical Services and Day of the Liberation of Africa (1963), Day of the Worker in
the Chemical Industry, Day of the Teacher and Day of the Fisherman (1965), Day of the Geologist and Day of
the Worker in Light Industry (1966), Day of the Radio (1967), Day of the Drivers (1976), and Day of Oil and
Gas Industry Workers (1980) (Lane 1981, pp. 289–90; Ritenberga 1989, pp. 396–97).
4
For more about World War II veterans in the Soviet Union and their relationship with the regime, see
Edele (2008), Dale (2015). For more on the veterans of the Latvian Red Army, see Rozenšteine et al. (2013).
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the years of Brezhnev’s rule, the negative aspects of the war—the military failures of 1941,
repressions, human losses—ceased to be mentioned and there was a partial rehabilitation
of Stalin himself as a wise and in many aspects a competent leader. The myth of the heroic
and victorious war became an important theme in political propaganda. In the last Brezhnev
years when the Soviet Union was experiencing economic difficulties, an unsuccessful war
in Afghanistan, confrontations with an economically expanding West, and mass apathy, the
Soviet regime sought very hard to legitimise itself by using history and the Great Patriotic
War (Koposov 2011, pp. 102–5).5 Gudkov (2004, p. 37) mentions that in the 1970s and 1980s
the Soviet regime used the World War II victory as a basis and a justification for maintaining
an enormous army, sponsoring the ‘socialist camp’, militarising the national economy, and
engaging in a nuclear arms race.
During the 1960s and 1970s, the Brezhnev regime expanded the holiday calendar, including
dates to honour specific professions. Women’s Day on 8 March and Victory Day on 9 May
were both declared public holidays, in an attempt to win sympathy and support among the
general public. This period also saw an increase in social welfare and government spending
to improve living conditions (rather than on industrial or military development), such as
the development of new residential housing in cities, enabling more families to have their
own flats. This change in living conditions created new practices related to the celebration
of holidays, including national ones. Alongside official demonstrations and collective
celebrations, people also celebrated the October Revolution holiday, 1 May, Victory Day,
and Women’s Day voluntarily at home and with their friends. Tables were laden with food,
people drank alcohol and proposed toasts, and there was much chatting, watching television,
listening to music and dancing. Thus, official holidays entered the private sphere and became
part of a specifically Soviet lifestyle. Children and adolescents during the 1960s and 1970s
came to feel that official Soviet celebrations and associated informal practices were a natural
and unchanging part of life (Rolf 2013, pp. 190–91).
The denunciation of Stalinism and the re-evaluation of Soviet history during the Gorbachev
era (Sherlock 2007, pp. 39–47; Gill 2011, pp. 213–63; Koposov 2011, pp. 111–28) influenced
people’s attitudes to official rituals. Gudkov (2004, p. 147) argues that people lost their
guideposts for interpreting the past and orienting themselves towards the future. Collective
consciousness became disoriented, tending toward masochism, mortification, and reduced
self-esteem. Social and cultural mechanisms appeared to protect people against anti-Stalinist
ideas. At the same time, there appeared in Soviet society a decided opposition to anti-Stalinism.
A November 1991 survey showed that more than half of all respondents believed that the
media paid too much attention to Stalinist repressions and thus to ‘vilify[ing] our heroic
past’ (Gudkov 2004, p. 148). Gudkov (2004, p. 148) also emphasises that, in contrast to
the pracitice of denazification in Germany, in Russia the anticommunist critique was used
primarily to descredit the legitimacy of previous (that is, pre-Gorbachev) regimes but did not
touch the essence of the system of institutionalised totalitarianism. Nor was anti-communist
criticism accompanied by any deep moral re-evaluation of the past. After 1991 Russian society
appeared to have lost interest in the past. Instead of unmasking Stalinism, the mass media

5
For more about Victory celebrations in the Brezhnev era, see Turmarkin (1994, pp. 125–57), Druzhba
(2000, pp. 88–145), Jahn (2005), Gill (2011, pp. 207–8), Senyavskiy and Senyavskay (2010, pp. 682–84),
Danilova (2015, p. 186), Gabovich (2015, pp. 99–105).
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became preoccupied with ‘the future as a project, as embodied in an idealized image of the
West’ (Koposov 2011, p. 129).6
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 brought about changes in the calendar of rituals,
symbols, and commemorative practices. Soviet holidays were partly marginalised, though
some remained in place with different names. The new regime was reluctant to make a
decisive break with the legacy holidays of the Soviet Union. The 7 November remained on
the calendar until 2005 under the name of ‘Day of Concord and Reconciliation’, 1 May and
9 May remained days off from work, and the large-scale October and May demonstrations
were replaced by small events with few participants (Smith 2002, pp. 80–5; Rolf 2013,
p. 194). Victory Day remained the last holiday still celebrated at the official level. In 1995,
when the Russian presidential election was approaching, the holiday became an event at which
the regime could celebrate its accomplishments. The ideology and form of the event were
borrowed from the Soviet past and supplemented with new elements, such as, for example, the
prominence given to highlighting the presence of Western leaders at celebrations in Moscow
and their strong support for Yel’tsin’s programme. Bordyugov (2010, p. 220) emphasises that
in 1995, Victory Day, which for a decade had been celebrated as a formality and without
military parades, was not only rehabilitated but acquired the status of the principal Russian
celebration—a standing that in the Soviet years had been monopolised by 7 November.
Democratic Russia was not particularly successful in introducing new holidays.
Independence Day on 12 June, Constitution Day on 12 December, and the Russian National
Flag Day on 22 August did not involve particularly extensive rituals, and people mostly saw
them simply as additional days off work. Their lack of popularity was explained by the fact
that the new holidays were ‘uncomfortable days’—occurring either during the season when
summer homes were used or during the coldest period of winter. Essentially, the new holidays
were basically perceived as ‘artificial political constructs’ (Smith 2002, pp. 91–101; Rolf
2013, pp. 194–95). Rolf, in describing Russia in the 1990s, wrote that
Celebrations are no longer a Gesamtkunstwerk, a total work of art, in which the various parts are
somehow related to the greater whole. They are fragmented and have become for the most part
disconnected festivities. This trend can also be observed in the choreography of new Russian festivities
that tends to spread across several different locations. These celebrations are now more like folk
festivals, with little relation to the state. (Rolf 2013, p. 195)

The context of holidays and commemorative days in Russia changed when the Putin regime
implemented new policies related to history and commemoration, the aim of which was to
strengthen the national identity of Russians and popular support for the regime.

6
Gudkov (2004, p. 148) also points to the fact that the absence of a moral evaluation of the past helped
to create a positive image of Stalin in Russian social thinking. In a 1989 survey of important figures in
the Russian past, Stalin was placed tenth (first place: Lenin). In similar surveys in 1994, Stalin was fourth
(behind Peter I [the Great]), Lenin, and Pushkin); in 2008 in third place (behind Peter I and Pushkin);
in 2012 in first place (with Lenin and Peter I sharing second); and in 2017 in first place (with second
shared by Putin and Pushkin) (see, ‘Vydayushchiesya lyudi’, Levada Centre, 26 June 2017, available at:
https://www.levada.ru/2017/06/26/vydayushhiesya-lyudi/, accessed 12 February 2018).
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Holidays and commemorative days in Soviet and post-Soviet Latvia

From its occupation in June 1940 onward, Latvia had to accept the Soviet Union’s calendar
of holidays and commemorative days. On 7 November of the same year, events were held
dedicated to the anniversary of the revolution—ceremonies, a military parade, and a mass
demonstration, and with holiday decorations that introduced the Soviet festival format and
aesthetic and created—to use Rolf’s (2013) phrase—a ‘total work of art’ in the Soviet Union’s
new territories.7 All Soviet holidays were reintroduced in Latvia after World War II, with
the forms of celebration fully in line with Soviet standards. Changes in the history and
commemoration policies of the Soviet Union applied to holidays and rituals in Latvia as
well, as is seen most clearly in the celebration history of Victory Day. Just as in the Soviet
Union as a whole, the day was commemorated somewhat humbly until the Brezhnev era,
when celebrations expanded in 1965 and afterward (Ločmele et al. 2011, pp. 117–20). The
official historical stance of the Brezhnev era also led to the creation of new memorial locations.
Work began in 1975 on the construction in Rīga of a grand monument with the official name
‘Monument dedicated to the soldiers of the Soviet Army who freed Soviet Latvia and Rīga
from the German fascistic invaders’ (Jērāns 1988, pp. 526–27). The monument and its environs
were meant to be an important venue for Soviet rituals, with room for some 200,000 people.
At the centre of the monument is a 79-metre high obelisk that includes a Motherland (rodina
mat’) figure and statues of military liberators with guns in their hands (see Figure 1). The
monument was unveiled on 5 November 1985. Many Soviet military cemeteries in Latvia
were restored from neglect, and postwar commemorative plaques were replaced with new and
visually expressive monuments (Strautmanis & Asaris 1986, pp. 20–123). The programme
of events for Victory Day in the late 1960s and 1970s involved tours of battle sites for
schoolchildren, competitions in various types of military sports (such as shooting, grenade
throwing, and operating a walkie-talkie), bicycle, motorcycle, and motor races, meetings
with war veterans, ceremonies for admitting youngsters to the Pioneers and the Komsomol,
commemorative events at military cemeteries, thematic events related to military heroes, and
fireworks (Brēde 1972, pp. 110–11).
Soviet holidays were meant to ensure the Sovietisation of Latvians and their further
integration into the Soviet system through the adoption of Soviet behavioural norms. Holidays
in the Latvian SSR and the other Baltic republics between the 1960s and 1980s were seen as
means of introducing Soviet rituals, particularly social rituals (Kampars & Zakovich 1967;
Ugrinovich 1975; Puteklis 1979; Cimermanis 1987). The celebration of Soviet holidays
in the Latvian SSR became thoroughly institutionalised, with ideological oversight by the
Central Committee of the Soviet Latvian Communist Party and practical and methodological
leadership in the hands of the Ministry of Culture and its Folk Art Centre. In every factory,
kolkhoz, school, and civic institution there was someone responsible for the holidays, including

7
The news media reported that the celebration in the Latvian SSR lasted until sunset and that 275,000
people took part in the demonstration in Rīga (78% of all of the city’s residents). See Padomju Latvija,
9 November 1940.
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FIGURE 1. THE MONUMENT OF THE SOVIET ARMY AS LIBERATOR: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2013
producing pro forma programmes that involved performances by professional musicians and
entertainers (Uzule & Zelče 2014, pp. 123–25).8 Rasa writes that
In order to ensure an unbroken ideological front line, the party and government took care of
commemorative days and events. There were regularly scheduled celebrations of the Great October
Socialist Revolution, the anniversary of the founding of the USSR, the anniversary of the founding
of the Latvian SSR, the anniversary of the victory over fascism, the anniversary of the Soviet army,
and the anniversary of the beginning of the Stakhanovite movement. In honour of these occasions
there were socialist competitions of various kinds, demonstrations, song festivals and other events.
(Rasa 2008, p. 133)

Most Latvians did not celebrate official Soviet holidays at the private level, but at the beginning
of the 1960s they were happy to celebrate Women’s Day and professional holidays. The overall
results of Sovietisation were ambiguous. Many intellectuals and cultural workers in various
sectors served the Soviet regime and provided the services required. Yet the Sovietisation
process was gradually reversed, with ‘people accepting only those aspects of celebrations that
For sample programmes for Soviet holidays in the Latvian SSR setting see, Brēde (1972, 1979).

8
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were in line with their scale of values and needs, with both the form and content of Soviet
ideology gradually being pushed aside’ (Bleiere 2013, p. 496). At times, nationally inclined
opposition to the Soviet regime took place even within the permitted rituals without becoming
outright confrontation. Minor additions were made to the form and content of various
performances, such as the inclusion of subtexts, changes in the intonation and emphasis of
the spoken word, and use of the national language. At other times, an approved programme
would be ‘spontaneously’ supplemented with popular songs which hundreds or thousands
in the audience then joined in singing (Apine 2008b, pp. 114–15; Strods 2008, pp. 89–92).
During the period when the Soviet Union was collapsing and there was increasing demand
for the restoration of Latvia’s independent statehood, Latvian society was successfully
mobilised by the restoration of the preoccupation holiday calendar and the introduction of
commemorative days to remember the victims of Soviet repressions.9 During the Soviet era,
the celebration of Latvian Independence Day on 18 November was banned; the restoration of
this holiday symbolised the country’s departure from the USSR, the restoration of democratic
values, and the return of Latvia to the Western value system. Legislative debates about a new
calendar of commemorative days and holidays began when Latvia was still part of the USSR.
In 1988, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Latvian SSR approved celebrations
at Christmas, on the summer solstice (24 June), and on 11 November, to commemorate
Latvia’s liberation in 1919. Political leaders, however, hesitated about the restoration of
18 November as an official holiday, because they were concerned by the reaction of Russian
speakers who had arrived in Latvia during the occupation period, as well as a potential clash
with the commemoration of the October Revolution on 7 November (Stradiņš 1992, pp. 90–4).
Independence Day was, however, ultimately included in a law on holidays and commemorative
days adopted on 10 November 1989. The law also preserved all of the Soviet holidays.10
On 4 May 1990, the Republic of Latvia proclaimed the restoration of its independence. Five
months later, the Supreme Council11 adopted a new law on holidays and commemorative days.
The Soviet holidays disappeared from the calendar, and the approved holidays were Christmas,
Easter, the Summer Solstice, 31 December, 1 January, and 18 November. New commemorative
days were also introduced: 25 March and 14 June to commemorate the victims of communist
terror; 4 May for the restoration of independence; 9 May to commemorate the victims of
World War II; 4 July to commemorate genocide against the Jewish people; and 11 November

9
Holidays in the Republic of Latvia in 1939 included Lutheran and Catholic religious holidays, New Year’s
Day on 1 January, National Restoration Day on 15 May (in honour of the authoritarian coup of 1934), Victory
Day on 11 August, and Independence Day on 18 November.
10
Literatūra un Māksla, 18 November 1989.
11
The Supreme Council (Augstākā Padome) of the Latvian Republic was in effect the Latvian parliament
from 1990 to 1993. The Supreme Council was elected on 18 March 1990, as the Supreme Soviet of the Latvian
SSR. On 4 May 1990, this body voted to declare the renewal of the Republic of Latvia and with it a change in
its name to ‘The Republic of Latvia’. This step included a name change as well for the Supreme Soviet, which
became the Supreme Council (Jubels 2002, p. 380). On 22 October 1991, the Supreme Council passed the
‘Law about the elections to the 5. Saeima’ which foresaw a further name change for the main parliamentary
body. With the name ‘Saeima’ the Latvian parliament became a successor of the legislature that had existed
from 1922 to 1934. The elections for the Fifth Saeima took place on 5–6 June 1993, and this body then began
its work in June (Hirša 2009, p. 73).
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Lāčplēsis Day12 (Augstākā Padome 1990). In 1995, the law was amended to remove 9 May
from the holiday calendar and to proclaim 8 May as ‘the day when Nazism was destroyed
and a day to commemorate the victims of World War II’ (Saeima 1995). This action formally
placed Latvia into the World War II commemorative system of Western Europe. In 1996,
the law was amended again to reinstate 9 May as a holiday, to mark ‘Europe Day’ (Saeima
1996). On 17 June 1998, the Saeima (parliament) caused controversy by adding 16 March
to the holiday calendar to honour members of the Latvian Legion, which had fought on the
side of Nazi Germany during World War II (Saeima 1998). The decision was denounced by
various international and local organisations (Rozenšteine et al. 2011, pp. 145–48; Skultans
2014, p. 36), and on 17 February 2000 the Saeima removed the date from the official calendar
of commemorative days (Saeima 2000; see Table 1).
Bringing to life new holidays and celebratory rituals is a fairly complicated process. During
the final years of the Soviet Union’s existence and the first years of the restored Latvian
republic, new holidays were grounded in large part on enthusiasm and joy over the end of the
Soviet occupation. By the mid-1990s, this excitement had waned. Declining living standards,
social instability, material problems (an estimated 40–60% of the population was living at
or below the official poverty level), inflation, increased criminality, and the transformation
of the country’s economic and political system, accompanied by years of turbulence, had
resulted in disappointment and passivity among some segments of society (Plakans 2011,
pp. 404–27). Studies of social processes have identified fundamental identity problems specific
to the people of Latvia that have influenced the country’s post-Soviet development (Vēbers
2000; Tabuns 2007; Muižnieks 2010; Zepa & Kļave 2011). In essence,
The people of Latvia have a great many fragmented and often contradictory identities. A low level of
proximity to the state, disrespect for Latvia’s government and laws, and no desire to obtain Latvian
citizenship—all of these phenomena are linked. Many citizens feel no ties with Latvia and would
prefer to be some other country’s citizen. These are people whose thinking and lifestyle are not
oriented toward a territorial community or its needs and values. (Tabuns 2010, p. 267)

The celebration of holidays is always an expression of identity. Unfortunately, no sociological
surveys were conducted in the 1990s or at the beginning of the new millennium about the
culture of holiday celebrations. In 2005, 40% of respondents in one survey said that the
18 November Independence Day was just a day off work and that they did not celebrate it in
any special fashion. The responses during the next year were comparable.13
A 2007 study of official Latvian holidays revealed a disturbing situation in the organisation
and celebration of holidays, and how these holidays were understood (Zepa 2008). The
12
The 11 November holiday which before World War II was celebrated in rememberance of the decisive
victory of the Latvian national army in the Independence War of 1919 acquired a poetic name in the 1920s as
‘Lāčplēsis Day’. Lāčplēsis was a mythological figure created by the poet Andrejs Pumpurs (1841–1902) in an
1888 epic poem that bore the hero’s name—Lāčplēsis—the Bearslayer. Lāčplēsis quickly became for Latvians
a symbol of military heroism and victory. In 1920, for example, the highest military award in Latvia became
known as the Lāčplēsis Order. His image appeared on various military victory monuments and in the names
of publications, such as the magazine meant for invalided war veterans, and in 1923 one of the main streets
of Rīga was renamed Lāčplēsis Street (Cimdiņa & Cimdiņa 2010, pp. 270–72).
13
‘Lielai daļai Latvijas iedzīvotāju 18. novembris ir parasta brīvdiena’, Kantar TNS-Latvia, 2005, available at:
http://www.tns.lv/?lang=lv&fullarticle=true&category=showuid&id=2292, accessed 19 November 2015;
‘Lielākā daļa Latvijas iedzīvotāju zina 18. novembra svētku nozīmi’, Kantar TNS-Latvia, 2006, available at:
http://www.tns.lv/?lang=lv&fullarticle=true&category=showuid&id=2506, accessed 19 November 2015.
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TABLE 1
A COMPARISON OF THE OFFICIAL PUBLIC HOLIDAY CALENDARS OF THE SOVIET UNION,
RUSSIA, AND LATVIA
The Soviet calendar
New Year
1 January

The Russian calendar
New Year
1–6, 8 January
Christmas
7 January
The Fatherland 23 February
Defender’s
Day
Women’s Day 8 March
Spring and
1 May
Labour Day

Women’s Day
International
Workers
Solidarity
Day

8 March
1 May

Victory Day

9 May

Victory Day
Day of Russia

9 May
12 June

Constitution
Day (from
1977)
Great October
Socialist
Revolution
Day

7 October

People’s Unity
Day

4 November

7–8 November

The Latvian calendar
New Year
1 January

Easter
March/April
Labour Day and 1 May
Constitution
Day
Declaration of
4 May
Independence
of Latvia Day
Midsummer
‘Līgo’ and
‘Jānis’
Holiday
Independence
Day
Christmas
New Year’s Eve

23, 24 June

18 November
24–26
December
31 December

Sources: Augstākā Padome (1990); Pudovina (2006); Skangale (2008); ‘Trudovoi Kodeks Rossiiskoi Federatsii’,
Gosudarsvennaya Duma, 2017, available at: http://www.trudkod.ru/, accessed 12 February 2018.

authors found that government officials responsible for organising holidays were having
problems in formulating the goals of the events being celebrated. People in Latvia had different
understandings of important aspects of the country’s history; there were no holiday slogans
that would unify the population and ensure the reproduction and maintenance of narratives
about the establishment of the state and its meaning. There were also difficulties in assigning
separate meanings to national holidays. Survey respondents said that they wanted holidays
not only to ensure an emotionally saturated sense of solidarity and patriotism, but also to
have entertainment value for participants (Zepa 2008, pp. 7–17). The results of the study
were taken into account when plans were made for the celebration of the 90th anniversary
of the establishment of the Republic of Latvia in 2008, the goal being the involvement of
all the people of Latvia in the celebration. Asked about the importance of 18 November in
2008, the majority of respondents (46%) said that the holiday was a very important one and
that they always or almost always celebrated it. However, 34% of respondents said that
the holiday was not particularly important and that they celebrated it only occasionally.
For 13% of respondents, the holiday was totally unimportant, and they did not celebrate
it at all.14 In recent years, the Latvian government has focused on the culture of national
holidays and commemorative days as a way of strengthening the sense of belonging to
the country, furthering the collective identity of its residents (see data in the next section).
14
‘Lielākā daļa Latvijas iedzīvotāju zina 18. novembra svētku nozīmi’, Kantar TNS-Latvia, 2008, available at:
http://www.tns.lv/?lang=lv&fullarticle=true&category=showuid&id=2864, accessed 19 November 2015.
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Several programmes have been established to deal with this issue. For example, in 2001 the
Latvian Cabinet of Ministers approved a national programme called ‘Integrating Latvian
Society’, which was in existence until 2011 (Rozenvalds 2010, pp. 52–9). This programme
was replaced by another called ‘The Fundamentals of National Identity, Civic Society, and
National Integration 2012–2018’, which became the responsibility of the Ministry of Culture
(Kultūras ministrija 2011).15
The cultural landscape of national holidays and commemorative days in Latvia is rendered
more complex by the fact that practices established during the Soviet era are still being
implemented, as well as by the presence in Latvia of Russia’s ‘information world’ that is
secured there by the availability of the television channels of the Russian Federation as well
as the re-transmission of the content of Russian television by local Latvian channels. Data
from a 2015 survey suggested that Russian television channels are being watched daily or
almost daily by 32.8% of Latvia’s inhabitants (Zelče & Ardava 2017, p. 83). There is also a
continuing influence of Russian policies regarding history and commemoration. A survey in
the summer of 2014 showed that, among all holidays related to historical and political events,
the one celebrated most extensively in Latvia is International Women’s Day on 8 March, with
fully 80.2% of survey respondents saying that they celebrate it.16 As noted above, Women’s
Day became a holiday during the Brezhnev era. During the 1970s, the holiday moved away
from its political meaning and became a very popular social event that resembled a carnival
and had its own entertainment and rituals, such as the presentation of flowers to women at
their workplaces and in schools, and special events in kindergartens at which mothers and
grandmothers were lauded. During the post-Soviet period, the celebration of Women’s Day
continued and became even more commercialised. The holiday remains one of the most
popular holidays in Russia as well (Chatterjee 2013). In 2007, International Women’s Day
was put on the official list of holidays (atzīmējamā diena) in Latvia. Little research has been
done about the purpose and practices of this holiday, but such knowledge might help to better
understand the identity and everyday lives of post-Soviet people.
In the 2014 survey discussed above, behind Women’s Day in popularity were Independence
Day on 18 November (71.3%), Lāčplēsis Day on 11 November (52.9%), and Soviet/Russian
Victory Day on 9 May (38.9%), the last of these not included in the official national calendar
of holidays. Only 5–15% of the population observe commemorative days focused on other
historical events, mostly having to do with repression during the Soviet era.17 These data show
that there are continuing inconsistencies in the country’s memory policies and value system.
Victory Day in Latvia
Victory Day celebrations in Latvia have been discussed in several studies (Uzule 2011; Onken
2007; Ločmele 2011; Ločmele et al. 2011; Procevska 2011; Cheskin 2012) using theoretical
15
‘Nacionālās identitātes, pilsoniskās sabiedrības un integrācijas politikas pamatnostādnes 2012.–2018.
gadam’, Kultūras ministrija, 2011, available at: https://www.km.gov.lv/uploads/ckeditor/files/Sabiedribas_
integracija/KM_130515_Prec_Nac_ident_pilson_sab_un_itegr_polit_pamatnost_2012-2018.pdf, accessed
14 February 2018.
16
Survey of Population of Latvia, 2014, carried out at the Special Order by University of Latvia and financed
by ‘National Identity’, the State Research Programme of Latvia.
17
Survey of Population of Latvia, 2014, carried out at the Special Order by University of Latvia and financed
by ‘National Identity’, the State Research Programme of Latvia.
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approaches related to social memory and identity. Researcher interest in the identity and
integration of Russian speakers in post-Soviet countries outside of Russia, including the
Baltic states, is also well-established.18 The current Russian-speaking population was formed
largely after World War II, by persons moving to Latvia from the Russian Federation and other
Soviet republics. From 1944 to 1950 the in-migrating population totalled around 400,000
persons, and in the 1951–1990 period some four million arrived while about 1.82 million
left (Mežgailis 1996, pp. 12–3). The Russian-language community of the pre-World War II
period was dramatically affected by Soviet-era repressions, with virtually its entire political,
social, and intellectual elite eliminated. According to the estimates of Simonyan (2005, p. 114),
only about 8–9% of Russian-speakers can trace their ancestry to the pre-Soviet-occupation
period. The composition of the post-World War II Russian arrivals consisted of 1.5–2%
intellectuals (in Russian discourse ‘the humanistic intelligentsia’, that is, highly educated
and working in cultural professions); 5–6% persons with specialised training, primarily
engineers; and 30–4% labourers with lesser or no education. The rest were persons in active
military service and retired military personnel (Simonyan 2005, pp. 114–17). Simonyan (2005,
p. 118) emphasises that the high proportion of incomers of low social and economic standing
promoted their segregation and made integration difficult.19 The alienation of the Russianlanguage population from the re-established independent Latvia was furthered by the 1991
decision of the Supreme Council that the population of Latvian citizens was to include only
those persons who were citizens before the Soviet occupation of 17 June 1940 and their
descendants (Augstākā Padome 1991). This created at that moment a large proportion of noncitizens, which, however, was reduced in subsequent years through naturalisation provisions
introduced under the citizenship law of 1994 (Saeima 1994). In 1996 there were 27.15% noncitizens of Latvia and 0.33% citizens of the Russian Federation in Latvia; in 2000 24.44%
non-citizens and 0.81% citizens of the Russian Federation; in 2015, 12.2% non-citizens and
2.11% citizens of the Russian Federation; and in 2017, 11.43% non-citizens of Latvia and
2.16% citizens of the Russian Federation (Centrālā statistiskas pārvalde 2017, p. 31). The
dissatisfaction of Russian-speakers was heightened by the law introduced in 1989, which made
Latvian the official state language, as well as by the end of the official discourse—deeply
embedded in the Soviet period—portraying the Russian nation as the ‘elder brother’ or ‘first
among equals’ among Soviet nationalities (Hanovs & Vinnika 2006, pp. 190–93; Simonyan
2005, pp. 132–43; Bogushevitch 2013, pp. 236–41; Cheskin 2016, pp. 4–6).
Post-2010 research on Latvian society and its identities has shown that there have come into
being deeply-rooted and enduring traditions pertaining to the peaceful co-residence of persons
of differing national and religious persuasions and linguistic usages. Integration processes
appear to have worked successfully, as evidenced by the high proportion of ethnically mixed
marriages, close similarity between the income and occupations of the Russian-language and
Latvian populations, and the expansion of the proportion of Latvian-language users among
non-Latvian groupings within the population (Rozenvalds 2014, p. 65). Similarly, the Latvian
For a review of scholarly literature on this issue, see Cheskin (2015).
Simonyan (2005, p. 118) also acknowledges that the tension between the titular inhabitants of the Baltic
states and the incoming Russian-language users was not only ethnic or political in nature but also had strong
elements of the cultural (intercultural) dissonance that arises from the friction between cultural characteristics,
such as uneducated and highly educated, urban dwellers and rural persons, and natives and incomers. Similar
tensions also existed in the large cities of the Russian Federation, where the extensive development of the Soviet
economy saw the arrival of large numbers of poorly educated persons with almost no professional qualifications.
18
19
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and the Russian-language population have identical views about the economic development of
the Latvian state, social welfare, injustice, and the struggle against corruption (Ozoliņa 2016,
p. 219). Both the Latvian and Russian-language populations feel that they ‘belong’ to Latvia: in
2015 this sentiment was expressed by 95.5% of the Latvian and 84.3% of the Russian-language
population, whereas 3.2% of the Latvian and 28.3% of the Russian-language population felt
themselves ‘belonging’ to Russia. At the same time 10.2% of Latvians and 32.4% of the
Russian-users declared themselves as belonging to the USSR (Bērziņa 2016, p. 26). The main
differences between the Latvians and the Russian-language population lie in their views of
history, the use of the Latvian language, and geopolitical questions (Tabuns 2014, pp. 73–5).
The two groups differ, for example, on the issues of NATO membership (in 2015, 73.3%
of Latvians and 38.2% of Russian-language users viewed membership positively), relations
between Latvia and the Russian Federation, and the crisis in Ukraine. Latvians are generally
oriented toward Western attitudes in these matters, while the Russian-language users tend
to be more sympathetic toward Russia (Bērziņa 2015, pp. 27–8). With respect to the past,
there is a difference in attitudes toward the Soviet period, with Russian-speakers tending to
have more positive memories of the economic situation, social security, and the status of the
Russian language (Zepa et al. 2014, p. 77). The Russian-language users continue to have
difficulties in accepting that they are no longer a majority as in Soviet times; at the same
time, Latvians have had difficulties in freeing themselves of the thought that they no longer
have the minority standing they were forced to have in the Soviet period (Rozenvalds 2010,
pp. 35–6; Zepa et al. 2014, pp. 76–7).
During the Soviet era, it was the Russians in Latvia who were most amenable to Soviet
ideology. Apine argues that:
The pressure of Communist ideology on Soviet people was massive, and eventually it became more
refined and merged with mythology, so it was more effective. Thus, for instance, various myths about
the history of Russia and the heroic work done by the Russian nation in favour of other nations flattered
Russian people and were deeply rooted in their consciousness, overshadowing the truth about the
harm that the empire caused for other nations. (Apine 2008a, pp. 46–7)

During the Soviet period, Russians in Latvia were the dominant ethnos and served as an
instrument of Sovietisation and Russification. Russians could live in a sufficiently ‘Russian’
surrounding, linguistically, culturally, and socially, which ensured psychological comfort.
Latvian culture and history were alien to most Russians who lived in Latvia, and that remained
true even after the collapse of the USSR, with Russians still basing their identity on the value
system of the Soviet Union and Russia. Because Russian-speakers were alienated from the
Latvian cultural environment, their identity was based on Soviet history, which included
falsification of Latvia’s pre-Soviet history and ignorance of the crimes of the Soviet regime
(Apine & Volkovs 2007, pp. 51–3).20 In the post-Soviet period, it has been hard for many
Russian-speakers in Latvia to accept the fact of the occupation of Latvia, because to some

20
For a comparison of the Latvian and Russian-speakers’ assumptions about Latvian history see Broks
et al. (2001, pp. 78–91), Dribins (2007, pp. 44–64).
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extent that means that they must accept their status as ‘occupiers’ (Apine & Volkovs 2007,
p. 94) or at least admit to some responsibility for Soviet-era repressions.21
During the first post-Soviet years, the 9 May events were all but invisible in the public
arena. Families that traditionally remembered relatives who had perished during World War II
continued to do so. Individuals or groups of people laid flowers at war memorials, exchanged
personal stories, and spent time with those who had the same views. The Soviet military
would not be withdrawn from Latvia until August of 1994 (Upmalis et al. 2006, p. 147),22
and 9 May was certainly a part of its celebratory calendar. A newspaper in Rīga, reporting
on celebrations ‘at the Victory Monument’23 noted that
… those who were present carried several red flags and lots of posters that read ‘Fashizm neprojdyot!’,
‘Kapitalizm—dermo!’ [Fascism will fail! Capitalism is garbage!], and so on. Also expressive of this
mood were galleries of portraits in which Peter the Great, Stalin, Lenin and Zhukov lived comfortably
together. The song and dance ensemble of the North Western Group of Forces24 played Russian army
songs and danced Russian army dances for an entire hour, thus earning applause. Among the audience
were also children from a local kindergarten. (Lūsis 1993, p. 1)

These celebrations were spontaneous events based on the ad hoc activities of participants.
There is no evidence of involvement by the state, political parties, or NGOs.
The first to step into the vacuum left by the Communist Party in organising 9 May
celebrations was the Latvian Socialist Party (Latvijas Sociālistiskā partija),25 the heir to
the Soviet-era Communist Party. Work began in 1994 to prepare for the celebration in 1995
of the 50th anniversary of the Soviet victory. According to the news media (Štāls 1995,
p. 1), some 11,000 people gathered at the monument to the liberators of Rīga, including
many schoolchildren. The event was hosted by the co-chairman of the Socialist Party, MP

21
An absolutely strict line cannot be drawn between the two ethnic groups. Cheskin studied the attitudes of
various generations of Russian speakers toward Latvian history: ‘on the one hand we may therefore be optimistic
about the prospects of Russian speakers being able to better integrate into Latvian discourse and narratives
and for the prospects of a democratisation of history. On the other hand, we should be cautious about these
findings and bear in mind that the views of young Russian speakers still diverge greatly from their “Latvian”
counterparts. In order to achieve societal harmony, it is necessary for both groups to make concessions, and
listen to the other group’s point of view’ (Cheskin 2012, p. 580).
22
After 1994, in Latvia the Skrunda Radio Complex—a Russian Federation military object—continued
operations. On 4 May 1995, a US company called ‘Controlled Demolition’ blew up (on live television) the
unfinished 18-story building housing the ‘Dar’yal-UM’ antenna. The Skrunda Radio Complex closed down
entirely on 31 August 1998, and was fully demolished by the end of 1999, which was also the time when the
Russian army departed in its entirety from Latvia (Upmalis et al. 2006, p. 193; Purs 2012, pp. 103–4).
23
The 1985 monument with its official name, ‘Monument to the Soldiers of the Soviet Army—liberators
of Soviet Latvia and Riga from the German fascistic invaders’, lost its status as a state-recognised landmark
after the renewal of Latvian independence. In public discourse it continunes to be referred to as the ‘Victory
Monument’ (Uzvaras piemineklis) (Spārītis 2007, p. 41; Čakstiņa & Pētersons 2017, pp. 335–36).
24
On 15 November 1991, the Baltic Military District, formed in 1940, was transformed into the Northwestern
Army Group by a decree of President Gorbachev. The Group passed into the jurisdiction of the Russian
Federation, as decreed by the President of the Russian Federation Yel’tsin on 27 January 1992 (Upmalis
et al. 2006, pp. 130, 184).
25
The Latvian Socialist Party was founded on 15 January 1994, and defines itself as the heir to the Communist
Party of Latvia. Its identity slogan from 1994 to 2002 was ‘For social security and equal rights for all’ and from 2002
on ‘Power to the people, not capital’. The chair of the Party from 1999 to 2015 was the former First Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Latvian Communist Party Alfreds Rubiks (b. 1935). The Party’s homepage is available at:
https://socparty.lv. For the history of this Party see Rubiks (2006).
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Filips Stroganovs, whose speech drew on Soviet-era discourse of the Red Army as liberator,
not occupier. Money was collected to help war veterans and to support the leader of the
Socialist Party, Alfrēds Rubiks, who had been arrested because of his opposition to Latvia’s
independence.
On the eve of the seventh Saeima election in 1998, the organisation of the celebration was
taken on by the ‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’ (Par cilvēka tiesībām vienotā Latvijā)
alliance, which brought together parties whose constituency included the Russian-speaking
population and those opposed to the legal restoration of the pre-war Republic of Latvia and
the citizenship policies introduced after 1991.26 Politicians came to understand that the 9 May
holiday could be used to enhance their political capital and attract voters. The main event
of the celebration was an appearance by Rubiks, recently released from prison. The Russian
ambassador Aleksandr Udal’tsov and diplomatic representatives of other CIS countries began
to take part in subsequent celebrations. The Victory Monument in Rīga and comparable
monuments in other cities in Latvia became the symbolic space for the institutionalisation of
the political activities of the Russian community. The Victory Day celebration became a venue
for Russian-speaking residents of Latvia, enabling them to discuss issues such as poverty,
low pensions, and the status of non-citizens and the Russian language, among themselves and
with politicians and representatives of these interests in Russian politics. At the same time,
the event expanded and became a festive occasion. Victory Day in Latvia is now the largest
celebration meant to strengthen the solidarity of the Russian-speaking community in Latvia
and to define its values (Procevska 2011, p. 327).
From 2000 onward, under the organisation of the ‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’
alliance, a celebration of 9 May that originally had been dedicated to veterans continued to
evolve into a political and social festival for the Russian-speaking community. The high status
and extensive celebration of 9 May in Russia, ensured by the Putin administration, has been
a decisive factor. In Russia, patriotic programmes have helped to reintroduce a nationalism
grounded in military history and pride: ‘the grounding of patriotic citizenship within the
context of the Second World War not only constructs a precondition for the unification of
the population of Russian Federation, but also creates a solid foundation to connect with the
large Russian-speaking diasporas in the former Soviet states’ (Danilova 2015, p. 179). It was
evident that organisers (‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’) in Latvia had adopted forms
of celebration, symbols, and concert repertoires from Russia.
The celebration of the 60th anniversary of the victory in the Great Patriotic War in 2005
attracted many more participants than previously in Rīga and other cities with large Russianspeaking communities, and was accompanied by changes in the form of the celebration, which
began to have the atmosphere of a large outing. News reports estimated that 260,000 people
(35% of the city’s residents) took part in the celebration in Rīga. The celebration had a large
component of young people, and pupils of some Russian-language schools in Rīga showed
up in their entirety, having been organised by teachers.27 While the celebration was organised
by the ‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’ alliance, the Russian Embassy also played an
important role. It organised a reception for war veterans, providing them with Russian medals,
26
The alliance included the Latvian Socialist Party, the Equality movement, the People’s Harmony Party, and
the Russian Party. It defended the rights of non-citizens, Russian speakers and the poor, and insisted that there
were two different communities in Latvia and that the status of the Russian language should be strengthened.
27
Vesti segodnya, 10 May 2005.
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as well as a concert at Rīga’s Moscow House, and fireworks. The ambassadors of Russia and
Belarus attended the event at the monument to the liberators, as did Richard Noland from the
US Embassy and Latvian politicians targeting the Russian-speaking electorate. Very much in
evidence at the event were Soviet and Russian symbols, including the flags of the National
Bolsheviks28 and various depictions of Stalin. Latvia’s symbols were not used at all, and
the 17 metre-high flagpoles at the monument location were not flying Latvian flags. Near
the monument were posters reading, in Russian, ‘Praise to noble Stalin!’ (‘Slava velikomu
Stalinu!’) and ‘Thanks to the Soviet Union!’ (‘Spasibo Sovetskomu Soyuzu!’). The agenda for
the informal part of the celebration in Rīga included a 12-hour concert, which featured mostly
amateur artists. There was a picnic with ‘pickles, tomatoes, sausage and salads’, as well as
‘the mandatory 100 grams [of alcohol] for the front lines’ (Reznik-Martov 2005, p. 5). It was
evident that the event was becoming more commercialised, with vendors of flowers and food.
Attendees at the Victory celebration expressed annoyance that Alfrēds Rubiks delivered his
speech in Latvian and demanded that he speak Russian (Dzintars 2005, p. 4).
The oppositional atmosphere aimed against Latvia and its political elite at the 2005
victory celebration had been partly stirred up by a visit to Latvia on 7 May 2005 by US
President George Bush, who repeatedly stated that the Soviet Union had occupied Latvia.
Also contributing to the oppositional mood was a statement by Latvian President Vaira
Vīķe-Freiberga during an interview on the LNT television channel in February 2005: ‘of
course, we will not convince or change the minds of older Russians who on 9 May, put vobla
[dried fish] on newspapers, drink vodka and sing the chatushka while also remembering
how they heroically conquered the Baltic states’.29 Victory Day in 2005 demonstrated that
those celebrating belonged to Russia, were proud of Russia’s victory in the war, the further
achievements of the Putin regime, and the international prestige confirmed by the presence
of influential world figures such as George Bush, Jacques Chirac, Gerhard Schröder and
Silvio Berlusconi at 9 May celebrations in Moscow. The celebrants of Victory Day in Latvia
had adopted the Russian Federation’s discourse of Russians as the victorious nation, which
correlated with the self-image of Latvia’s Russian community as an entity unjustly vilified
and discriminated against, and also strengthened its national emotions. The celebration also
signalled a self-isolation trend among Latvia’s Russian community, a fact that needed to be
considered by the formulators of Latvia’s policy of national integration.
In subsequent Victory Day celebrations, increased tensions and the possibility of
confrontations grew, leading to a larger police presence at the event. In 2006, the symbol of
Russian nationalism, the ribbon of St George, appeared on people’s clothing and on cars.
The need to prevent conflicts was also dictated by ongoing negotiations between Latvia
and Russia on a border agreement that was signed in March 2007, as well as by hopes that
the Russian Duma would soon ratify it. The most confrontational moment was created by a
marginal radical nationalist Latvian group, the National Power Association (Nacionālā spēka
savienība), which tried to lay at the monument a wreath made of barbed wire and draped
in mourning ribbons, meant to remind people of past repressions by the Soviet Union. The

28
The radically nationalist National Bolshevik Party (Natsional-bol’shevistskaya partiya) of the Russian
Federation was founded in 1993 and outlawed there in 2007. Its offshoot in Latvia was led by Vladimirs
Lindermans and in the Saeima elections supported the ‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’ coalition.
29
See Vesti segodnya, 10 May 2005; Chas, 10 May 2005; Diena, 10 May 2005; Rīgas Balss, 10 May 2005;
Vakara Ziņas, 10 May 2005; Latvijas Avīze, 10 May 2005.
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people celebrating Victory Day blocked the activists from approaching the monument; in the
ensuing scuffle, a woman’s arm was injured and police intervention was required to prevent
the conflict from escalating.30 The threat of a potential confrontation at the 9 May celebration
was heightened by recent events in Tallinn, Estonia, where the relocation of a World War II
Soviet monument in April 2007 had led to a ‘Russian riot’ (Wulf 2016, pp. 160–63).
In 2008 Victory Day celebrations were institutionalised, leading to major changes. During
the summer of 2005 the Harmony Centre (Saskaņas Centrs) alliance had been founded, to
compete with ‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’ for the Russian-using electorate and
for the votes of persons dissatisfied with the Latvian political elite.31 The Harmony Centre
established a satellite organisation, ‘9may.lv’, to professionally organise and manage the
9 May celebrations in Latvia in an attempt to make them into a political trump card for the
party. 9may.lv organised all subsequent Victory Day celebrations. After monitoring its work
over the course of several years, one may conclude that the job of 9may.lv has been to reduce
anti-Latvian ideology at the celebration and to move the celebration into Latvia’s political and
cultural arena. This was dictated by the Harmony Centre’s strategic goal of attaining power at
local government and parliamentary level, as contrasted with being in perpetual opposition,
as had previously been the case for all parties that based their existence on the votes of the
Russian-speaking electorate.
9may.lv raises funds to support war veterans and organise the Victory Day celebration, to
clean up Soviet military cemeteries, to send greetings to veterans, to spread knowledge about
World War II, to distribute the ribbon of St George (until 2013), and to ensure that celebrations
are well-organised.32 These activities were supported by the First Baltic Channel (PBK),
which mostly rebroadcasts content from the Russian First Channel and is the most popular
channel among Latvia’s Russian speakers. In advance of Victory Day, PBK advertises the
event extensively and in its general rhetoric praises the military victories and accomplishments
of the Soviet Union and Russia. The channel supports the work of the Harmony Centre
and asserts the existence of a close link between Harmony and its targeted constituency of
Russian speakers.
The practical results of work done by 9may.lv could be seen at the 2009 Victory Day
event. A new modern stage with a large screen was built near the Victory Monument; there
was an extensive concert programme, and guards were organised to keep order. Observation
of the celebrations suggested that 9may.lv employs highly skilled mass-rally organisation
specialists, such as directors, scenographers, and security providers, but no information is
provided about such people in the media. Soviet, Russian, and Tsarist symbols were on full
display, as well as Latvian flags. Political parties aligned with the Harmony Centre and other
Russian organisations, including those of activists and enthusiasts who focused on the history
of the Great Patriotic War, set up tents. During the event, they distributed political campaign

30
See Vesti segodnya, 10 May 2007; Chas, 10 May 2007; Neatkarīgā Rīta Avīze Latvijai, 10 May 2007;
Latvijas Avīze, 10 May 2007; Diena, 10 May 2007.
31
Harmony Centre included the People’s Harmony Party (Tautas Saskaņas partija), the New Centre Party
(Jaunais Centrs), Daugavpils City Party (Daugavpils pilsētas partija), and the Latvian Socialist Party. Harmony
Centre defined itself as a left-oriented political coalition. In 2010, the Social Democratic Party ‘Concord’ was
established on the foundations of Harmony Centre. See, http://www.saskana.info.
32
See http://www.9may.lv, which is in Latvian and Russian, with more information in Russian.
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materials, raised funds, and spoke with participants at the festival. The Harmony Centre used
Victory Day as part of its campaign in local government elections that year.33 The result of
this process was evident on 9 May 2010: the Harmony Centre won the 2009 election in Rīga,
and the new city mayor was the alliance leader, Nils Ušakovs. He was the first high-ranking
official in Latvia to deliver an address at the monument in Russian. He thanked war veterans
for their heroism and claimed that without them, there would be no Latvia or Rīga. Ušakovs
also asked the veterans to forgive the fact that for 20 years, they lived in a country ‘with a
government that considered them to be aliens’.34 In subsequent years, Ušakovs continued to
emphasise that without the Soviet victory, independent Latvia would not exist.
Approaching elections had an obvious influence which markedly suffused the Victory
Day celebration in 2011 and 2014, when a parliamentary election was imminent; in 2013,
when a local government election was soon to take place; and in 2014, when the event came
just ahead of elections to the European Parliament (see Figures 1 and 2). After ‘Harmony
Centre’ became the Social Democratic Party ‘Concord’ in 2010,35 its political competitors
were gradually excluded from the celebrations.
Russia’s aggression against Ukraine in 2014 changed the holiday ritual. In 2014 and
2015, the military parade in Moscow was not broadcast on huge screens, as had been
done previously, and 9may.lv announced that the ribbon of St George would no longer be
distributed.36 These decisions distanced Latvia’s celebration from the rituals of Victory Day in
Russia. The Ukrainian ambassador, for example, did not attend the solemn part of the Victory
Monument ceremony when flowers and wreaths were laid before it. Mayor Ušakovs’ speech
in 2015 emphasised the idea that Victory Day in Latvia was a ‘people’s festival’, the result
of a spontaneous outpouring of collective emotion rather than of professional organisation.
He also defined the purpose of the day in the consciousness of Latvia’s Russian community:
Victory Day on 9 May is, for each and every one of us, the history of our families, of our relatives
and of people who are dear to us. … Family memories do not depend on political conjuncture, the
geopolitical situation, or ideological propaganda. Family memory must not be betrayed ever or under
any circumstances. That is why we will always celebrate Victory Day on 9 May.37

Ušakovs claimed that between 150,000 and 200,000 people visited the monument to the
liberators on 9 May, one quarter of the population of Rīga. He also said that he did not think
that such a large share of urban residents took part in the celebrations in Moscow. Journalists
have also estimated similar attendance numbers over the course of the years (Vikmanis 2015,
p. 4). A survey in the summer of 2015 found that 26% of respondents had celebrated 9 May
during the previous five years, with vast differences between answers given by Latvians and

33
See Chas, 11 May 2009; Vesti segodnya, 11 May 2009; Telegraf, 11 May 2009; Latvijas Avīzes, 11 May
2009; Neatkarīgā Rīta Avīze Latvijai, 11 May 2009.
34
See Chas, 10 May 2010; Vesti segodnya, 10 May 2010; Neatkarīgā Rīta Avīze Latvijai, 10 May 2010.
35
Concord was established as a reult of the Harmony Party’s desire to contest the 10th Saeima elections in
2011 without the participation of the Latvian Socialist Party.
36
This announcement was replaced during the event with the evasive texts ‘There are no more St George
ribbons’ and ‘Sadly, St George ribbons are not available’.
37
‘9 maya 2015 goda v Rige. Prazdnichnaya rech’ mera goroda Nila Ushakova’, MIX TV, 9 May 2015, available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRyeZPENQeA, accessed 10 December 2015.
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those given by Russian speakers—7.5% of Latvians, but 65.8% of Russian speakers.38 Opinion
poll data confirm that although the numbers participating in 9 May events diminished in 2016,
the victory of the Soviet Union and Russia in World War II continues to be of importance in
Latvia’s calendar of holidays (see Table 2). In 2015, for the first time in Latvia, there took
place a march of the Eternally Living (Bessmertnyi polk), a celebratory form that since 2010
has been an important component of the government-supported 9 May commemorations in
Moscow and throughout the Russian Federation. In this march, relatives of soldiers fallen
in battle carry a picture of their deceased loved ones. The first march in Rīga to the Victory
Monument involved an estimated 200 persons (Vikmanis 2015, p. 4).39
Victory Day is also an important venue for the diffusion of Russia’s political influence.
Starting in 2015 the Latvian media have reported a flow of money from the Russian Federation
into Latvia aimed at enhancing the Kremlin’s ‘compatriot policy’, including the celebration
of 9 May. One source for this information is the annual reports of the Latvian Security Police
(Latvijas Drošības policija).40 In 2012, the ‘Russian World’ Foundation (Fond Russkii Mir) in
Russia financed some 20 non-governmental organisations in Latvia—ones that promote Russia’s
relationship with the diaspora and spread its ideology—to the tune of approximately €170,000.
Publicly available data for 2012–2014 show that several so-called organisations and fund
accounts for the defence of Russian rights in Latvia and Estonia have received approximately
€1.5 million from Russkii Mir, Rossotrudnichestvo,41 the Foundation for Defense of Rights of
Compatriots Abroad (Fond podderzhki i zashchity prav sootechestvennikov prozhivayushchih za
rubezhom), and the Gorchakov Foundation for Public Diplomacy (Fond podderzhki publichnoi
diplomatii imeni A. M. Gorchakova) (Jemberga 2015, p. 26).42 In 2015, the Director General
of the Latvian Security Police Normunds Mežviets, told the media that there were nearly 100
organisations in Latvia financed from the Russian national budget with the aim of pursuing
Moscow’s geopolitical interests in relation to Latvia.43 The media have reported, in turn, that
in 2015, the Russian Embassy granted €14,000 to 9may.lv to organise 9 May events in Rīga
(Barisa-Sermule 2015). It is also true that the Social Democratic Party ‘Concord’ has had a
partnership agreement with Putin’s United Russia Party (Edinaya Rossiya) since 2009 (Cepurītis

38
Survey of Population of Latvia 2015, carried out on the Special Order of the University of Latvia and
financed by ‘Innovation and sustainable development: Latvia’s post-crisis experience in a global context
(SUSTINNO)’, the State Research Programme of Latvia.
39
My personal observation of the episode around the Victory Monument in 2015 suggested that the march
of the Eternally Living was only partially the result of the efforts of relatives of those fallen in battle. In the
tent of the event’s organisers there were boxes of standardised portraits of World War II Soviet soldiers, each
portrait having a handle for easy carrying in a procession.
40
Annual Reports by Latvian State Police, available at: http://www.dp.gov.lv/en/useful/annual-reports/,
accessed 9 March 2018.
41
The Federal Agency for Commonwealth of Independent States Affairs (Federal’noe agenstvo po delam
Sodruzhestva Nezavisimyh Gosudarsv), Compatriots Living Abroad (sootechestvennikov, prozhivayushchih za
rubezhom), and International Humanitarian Cooperation (mezhdunarodnomu gumanitarnomu sotrudnichestvu),
established in 2008.
42
‘Kremlin’s Millions’, Re:Baltica, 27 August 2015, available at: http://www.rebaltica.lv/en/investigations/
money_from_russia/a/1257/kremlins_millions.html, accessed 1 December 2015.
43
‘DP: Ap 100 organizāciju Latvijā realizē Krievijas tautiešu politiku un saņem Kremļa naudu’, Nekā
personīga/TV3, 1 March 2015, available at: http://www.tvnet.lv/zinas/latvija/549814-dp_ap_100_organizaciju_
latvija_realize_krievijas_tautiesu_politiku_un_sanem_kremla_naudu, accessed 10 December 2015.

2014
13.6
13.3
7.7
65.1
0.2

2015
11.3
10.9
3.8
74
0

All respondents
2016
10.1
6.9
2.6
80.4
0

2014
2.8
4.9
1.2
90.9
0.2

2015
4.6
2.2
0.5
92.5
0.4

Native language: Latvian
2010
3.7
5.1
1.8
89.3
0

2016
5.1
3.5
0.6
90.9
0

2014
29.3
25.6
16.7
28.1
0.3

2015
24.8
29.2
10.7
35.2
0

Native language: Russian
2010
20.1
19.7
18.8
40.8
0.5

2016
19.8
14.2
6.7
59.3
0

Sources: Survey of Population of Latvia 2010 and Survey of Population of Latvia 2014, carried out on the Special Order of the University of Latvia and financed by ‘National Identity’,
the State Research Programme of Latvia; Survey of Population of Latvia 2015 and Survey of Population of Latvia 2016, both carried out on the Special Order of the University of Latvia
and financed by ‘Innovation and sustainable development: Latvia’s post-crisis experience in a global context (SUSTINNO)’, the State Research Programme of Latvia.

I celebrate with family or friends
I attend public events
I celebrate in both ways
I do not celebrate at all
No answer

2010
10.5
10.9
8.9
69.5
0.2

TABLE 2
HAVE YOU CELEBRATED THE SOVIET VICTORY IN WORLD WAR II ON 9 MAY OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS? (%, N=1,002–1,010)
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FIGURE 2. VICTORY DAY CELEBRATION AT THE SOVIET ARMY MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY
2012
& Kudors 2017, pp. 69–71).44 As such, it is hard to deny that organisation of the massive Victory
Day celebrations in Latvia are interwoven with Russia’s geopolitical interests as well as the
political interests of those of the Social Democratic Party ‘Concord’.
Victory Day as an outdoor festival
Victory Day attracts participants both through its entertainment programme and the
opportunities it offers for relaxation. At the beginning of the millennium, elements of festivity
and pop culture began to appear at the gathering (Procevska 2011, pp. 328–29). The success
of rituals rests on their ability to generate collective emotional responses among participants.
Successful interaction rituals are based on four prerequisites: the gathering of individuals in
a specific location where it is possible to be influenced by the physical presence of others;
exclusion of those who do not belong, in order to intensify the experience of those who do
belong; achievement of a joint focus or joint activities; and the sharing of a common mood
or emotional experiences (Collins 2004, pp. 47–9). In the Victory Day celebrations in Latvia,

44
In October 2017, the leader of the Social Democratic Party ‘Concord’ Nils Ušakovs announced to the
Latvian media that ‘Concord’ had unilaterally discontinued its agreement with United Russia. The reason for
this break was said to be Concord’s entry into the European Socialist Party which forms relations with outside
(‘third’) parties only on the basis of centralised decisions (Delfi 2017). Political experts in Latvia explain the
move with reference to the approaching 2018 elections for the 13th Saeima, because discontinuing direct
relations with Vladimir Putin’s party in the Russian Federation would make it easier for Concord to compete
for Latvian votes and perhaps allow ‘Concord’ to enter a coalition cabinet.
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as can be concluded on the basis of observations of the celebration in Rīga between 2009 and
2016, all of these prerequisites are very much in place.45
One element in the celebrations organised by 9may.lv are the evening concerts featuring
popular artists, who attract a great number of people. In 2012, the event was concluded
with a concert featuring artists from the Bolshoi Theatre. The Mashina Vremeni rock band
appeared in 2013, followed by Lev Leschenko, the performer of the legendary song ‘Den’
Pobedy’ (Victory Day) in 2014, and the Serbian musician and film director Emir Kusturica
and the Russian rock band DDT in 2015. The culmination of the 2016 celebration was the
appearance of the popular Russian rock star Diana Arbenina and her group Nochnye Snaipery.
In 2017 large audiences greeted the rockgroup Chaif at their concert at the Victory Monument
in Rīga. The performances are followed by fireworks. Popular culture is present in various
ways throughout the entire day on 9 May. Greetings from popular stars in Russia, such as
Igor Krutoy and Iosif Kobzon, are played on large screens. The MCs for the event are stars
from PBK TV and the Rīga Russian Drama Theatre, and popular songs are sung on stage,
particularly folkloric melodies from World War II and similar tunes.
Another component of the celebration is an extended outdoor picnic. A wide range of
foods is on sale around the monument and crowds form at the food tents. The smell of
roast meat, potatoes, and beer is in the air. People eat at special tables or on blankets in
the large surrounding grassy area. Some bring food from home. People can also buy toys,
balloons, jewellery, and sunglasses. Like political parties such as Latvian Socialist Party and
‘For Human Rights in a United Latvia’ in the past, 9may.lv distributes celebratory paper
flags, brochures, and World War II songbooks with lyrics and symbols of the Great Patriotic
War, pictures of the military Order of the Patriotic War, the Order of Victory, the Soviet
War Memorial in Berlin’s Treptower Park. Such souvenirs become part of the décor of the
celebration’s environment: for example, small flags are used to decorate tables and the grassy
areas (see Figures 3 and 4).
The event also features an exhibition of weapons and military equipment (see Figure 5).
People of all ages are happy to have their pictures taken alongside military vehicles, at the
field kitchen (see Figure 6), or with weapons in their hands. Attendees can have their pictures
taken with people dressed in Soviet uniforms, war veterans, and politicians. In 2014, the
leader of the Latvian National Bolsheviks, Vladimirs Lindermans, posed with the flag from
the self-proclaimed Republic of Donetsk (see Figure 7).
Other unifying elements include the bringing of flowers to the monument and wearing
the ribbon of St George. The laying of flowers at the monument, on the grass, or alongside
weapons or stands is a component of the ritual. Other special symbols on the clothing of
participants include jackets with the colours of the Russian flag, jogging suits with the word
‘Russia’ and stylised folk ornaments, t-shirts with the symbols of Russia and the USSR (see

45
The observations involved visits to the event and the taking of notes and photographs. For a report on the
commemorative day in 2010 and 2011, see Ardava (2011).
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FIGURE 3. PART OF VICTORY DAY CELEBRATIONS AT THE SOVIET ARMY MONUMENT:
RĪGA, 9 MAY 2013

FIGURE 4. FOOD STAND AT THE VICTORY DAY CELEBRATIONS OF THE SOVIET ARMY
MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2010
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FIGURE 5. AN EXHIBIT OF WEAPONS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT AT THE VICTORY DAY
CELEBRATION: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2012

FIGURE 6. A PERFORMANCE INVOLVING A FIELD KITCHEN AT THE SOVIET ARMY
MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2016
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FIGURE 7. THE LEADER OF THE LATVIAN NATIONAL BOLSHEVIKS, VLADIMIRS
LINDERMANS, HOLDING A FLAG OF THE SELF-PROCLAIMED REPUBLIC OF DONETSK:
VICTORY DAY CELEBRATION RĪGA, 9 MAY 2014
Figure 8),46 as well as elements of the military uniforms of the Soviet Union and Russia,
including caps, belts and shoes. Organisers and volunteers wear colourful 9may.lv t-shirts,
and stickers embodying the celebration’s themes can be purchased at the organisation’s tents.
In 2015, there were people wearing t-shirts with the image of Vladimir Putin (see Figure 9).
Russian symbols and the St George ribbon are utilised creatively for personal decorative
purposes, being incorporated into hairstyles, hats made for the occasion, and t-shirts bearing
slogans and pictures (see Figure 10). Some people arrive at the event with dogs wearing
the ribbon of St George on their collars or on special vests. Russian aggression in Ukraine
changed the attitude of some people toward this symbol, as witnessed by the replacement of
46
On 20 June 2013, the Saeima amended the law on ‘Security in public celebrations and leisure activities’,
making revisions to the paragraph that prohibits ‘the use, even in a stylised way, of the symbols of the former
USSR, the former USSR republics, and Nazi Germany: flags, coats-of-arms, anthems, and the Nazi swastika,
SS insignia, and such Soviet symbols as the five-pointed star’. Exceptions are allowed in cases where the said
symbols are not being used to glorify their respective totalitarian regimes or to justify the criminal acts of the
respective regimes (Saeima 2013). Observations at the 9 May celebrations at the Victory Monument reveal that
this law is not being enforced in its entirety. Policemen present at the celebration to enforce public order take a
tolerant attitude toward Soviet-era symbols if they are being used as parts of clothing or in minor decorations.
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FIGURE 8. AN ASSORTMENT OF CELEBRANTS WITH FLOWERS, VICTORY DAY CELEBRATION
AT THE SOVIET ARMY MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2012
the ribbon with a red poppy or a combination of the poppy and the ribbon. This was meant
to show support for Ukraine, which had chosen a poppy with a black middle to symbolise
its soldiers who fell in World War II. Some people could be seen wearing a ribbon in the
colours of Latvia’s flag (red–white–red), either by itself or in combination with the ribbon of
St George. Others wore t-shirts reading ‘Latvia’ and ‘Rīga’.
On 9 May, at the monument and throughout the city of Rīga, cars can be seen decorated
with the ribbon of St George and symbols and slogans such as ‘Na Berlin’ (‘On to Berlin’),
the ‘T-34’,47 ‘Pobeda’ (‘Victory’), and ‘Za Rodinu!’ (‘For the Fatherland!’) (see Figure 11).
Observations conducted over the course of several years make it possible to conclude that
the trend of including symbolic elements on clothing on Victory Day is expanding, and that
the 9 May celebrations are coming to resemble a festival or concert rather than a solemn
historic commemoration.
Observers of the festival in Rīga find that a good mood prevails at the event. People are
happy, smile, talk to one another, sing along with the songs that are being performed on stage,
and applaud. The excitement of the participants at this Russian-speaking festival generates
emotional links that promote solidarity and diminish the importance of boundaries between
social strata. Victory Day celebrations in Latvian cities have in fact become similar to the
Victory Day celebrations in Russia generally. In relation to the Russian events, Danilova
(2015, p. 205) observes that ‘“Victory Day” has become a day for dances, songs, brightness
and kitsch in military parades, flowers, photos with veterans, and the waving of flags and
47
The ‘T-34’ is a Soviet-era medium tank that was built between 1940 and 1958. It was frequently referred
to as the best tank of World War II.
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FIGURE 9. VICTORY DAY CELEBRANT AT THE SOVIET ARMY MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY
2015
wearing of St George Ribbons in an atmosphere of overall enjoyment’. Currently, the event is
characterised by entertainment, enjoyment, and relaxation. There is little evidence of mourning
or commemoration. The suffering and human losses of the World War II period receive some
mention, but in the pathos-filled Soviet-era language of the 1970s, and this discourse has not
been characterised by compassion or regret for many decades.
Conclusions
The scale of the celebration of Victory Day in Latvia reveals the extent to which Russian
speakers have an important link to the history of the Soviet Union and Russia. The celebration
of Victory Day engenders solidarity with Russia, as well as among ethnic Russians in Latvia,
who otherwise have no stable or significant holiday traditions.
Celebration of the victory in World War II also shows that many people in Latvia accept
the heroic image of the war that dominates the public sphere in contemporary Russia. Amnesia
about the destructiveness of the war, according to Dubin (2011, pp. 63–4), suggests that
memories have been replaced by a ‘monument’. This means that the traumas of World War
II have not survived, and people do not understand the causes of the event, the forces behind
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FIGURE 10. VICTORY DAY CELEBRANTS, SOVIET ARMY MONUMENT: RĪGA, 9 MAY 2015.
THE WRITING ON THE SHIRTS SAYS: ‘HERO CITY KIEV’ AND ‘HERO CITY STALINGRAD’

FIGURE 11. A DECORATED CAR IN RĪGA, 9 MAY 2012. THE WRITING UNDER THE STAR
SAYS: ‘T-34. CONGRATULATIONS’
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it, or its process and consequences. The unilateral and symbolic praise of the victory removes
from historical consciousness all ideas about the aggressive nature and militarism of the Soviet
regime, its partnership with Nazi Germany in launching the war, and the social, economic,
and metaphysical costs of the war in Eastern Europe. This means that the morality of the war
itself and of the totalitarian regime of the Soviet Union has been erased from the collective
consciousness (Gudkov 2011, pp. 529–33). Praise for the Russian-led Soviet victory makes
it possible to ignore the occupation of Latvia and the crimes of the Soviet regime. It also
allows those celebrating to distance themselves from the collective memories of the Latvian
community and the potential conflict between the two sets of memories. The acceptance of
the heroic image of war in Russia also makes it possible to question Latvian holidays and
their celebration, and to reject for Latvian Russians the status of a minority.
The celebration of Victory Day in Latvia nowadays retains little of the official rituals that
were promoted in Soviet Latvia. Instead of a ritual centred on military might and power, there
is now an outdoor festival with a heavily commercialised, informal, and pop-culture content.
In this format, the Victory Day celebration perfectly fulfils the demands of ritual as a shaper of
solidarity and common values and as an instrument of tension management. The history of the
celebration in the post-Soviet period confirms that the holiday has been ‘invented’. Changes
in its form and content have been based on Russia’s policies toward history and memory, by
the successes of Latvian politicians in using the celebration to enhance their political capital,
and by entrusting organisation of the holiday to hired specialist professionals.

VITA ZELčE, Professor, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Latvia, Lomonosova Str. 1A,
Rīga, LV-1019, Latvia. Email: vita.zelce@lu.lv
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